University To Celebrate 60th Birthday Jan. 30th

Studious KUOI radio "fades of the Vandalas" under the newly-minted regulation for the AHEC constitution, may soon be the choice of better air and better stations with more facilities for broadening. Work is underway at present to get new transmission and other equipment through Nebraska. By the fall of 1941, a 500-watt transmitter is being placed in operation at the station. This is the same station that was operated in 1940.

The station is operated by the University of Idaho, and is one of the few educational radio stations that are affiliated with the AHEC. The station is located in the basement of the Hodge Hall building and is equipped with a 500-watt transmitter. The station is operated by a group of students and faculty members who are passionate about radio and its potential to connect with people.

KUOI "fades" into the airwaves every weekday afternoon, from 3:00 to 4:00 PM. The station's programming includes a variety of music, news, and talk shows.

Graduate School Offering Positions During Next Year

Dept. of Economics: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of statistics. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of English: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of American literature. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of History: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of European history. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Graduate School: Ten assistant professors, tenure. Preference for applicants in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and economics. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of Mathematics: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of algebra. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of Physics: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of quantum mechanics. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of Psychology: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of cognitive psychology. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of Sociology: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of social epidemiology. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Dept. of Statistics: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of statistical inference. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.

Graduate School Office: One assistant professor, tenure. Preference for applicants in the field of educational leadership. Application deadline is February 1, 1941.
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Hell Week?  First week of the course almost unendurable—more studying, more coffee-drinking, greater movie attendance, more love affairs with the opposite sex.  This is apparently the only thing that can happen to any of us other than any other time of year.

Final exams are totally and completely monitored.  One Idaho professor once said that the only place he was known to be at the same time was the Bath and the theater, where he could be monitored.  This probably means that he will have his exams monitored there, too.

"Exams week is a bane to the old man," John R. L. of the Idaho Press.  "We never get an A grade on exams, and we don't want to get one.  We're just trying to pass."

"Exams week is also to be a great bit of studying, but to be honest, it's just a bit of a waste of time."

Skiing Classes To Continue; Students Can Enroll In Gym

With regular ski classes continuing on the course during most of the winter, there is an ongoing enrollment of students for both beginning and advanced classes.  The sign-up sheet for the gym is now open and there are still some spots available.

"For a price of $25, you can go to the gym and use the facilities.  This is a great deal," said Mike Brown, the gym coordinator.

Water sports, however, are not included in the price.

"You can sign up for water sports separately," said Brown.

Hickman To Head Breeder's Course Starting Monday

C. A. Hickman, chairman of the second annual Breeder's Breeding course to be held Monday through Thursday in the gym, was interviewed this morning.

"I'm really excited about this course," said Hickman.

"I think it will be a great success.  We have a lot of students enrolled and I'm sure they will be interested in learning about the different aspects of breeding.

"We're going to have a lot of guest speakers and I think they will be very informative.  I'm looking forward to it."
Hays Has Formal Dinner; Infronauts Held Party

Social events tapered off for this weekend before semester examinations began. Tomorrow evening, however, the local Nautilus Club will be holding its annual formal dinner at the Hotel Montana. The ladies will be hosted by the captain of Nautilus, while the gentlemen will be held at Station Point Hotel.

Announcements Of Engagements End Week

As a regrettable necessity in some cases, three Tucsan-Citadel announcements were published this week. One, however, ended in a ceremony of marriage, the banns having been blessed with the Miss of any such error.

French- and German Students Attend Club Meeting

Sisters Frances and Mgr. Irene of the Sisters of Notre Dame of Fokus, attended the meeting of the Daughters of Salesian at Fokus, Saturday, Dec. 6, to join in a French tea, with Misses Corinne and Anna in charge.

J. Lewis Returns From Korea Meeting

J. Lewis, president of the Daughters of Salesian, returned from Korea last week. He met and discussed the affairs of the Sisters on his return.

Four Groups Hold Elections For Coming Year

Hays boys, Hays club, Christian, and Delta Tau Delta were held in the recent past for the elections of the student body. The following were elected:

- Hays boys: Primo Rodriguez, president, and Frank Torres, vice president.
- Christian: Joseph Colon, president, and Richard Marziani, vice president.
- Delta Tau Delta: Nick Alipio, president, and Donald Rodriguez, vice president.

Flying Association Adopts New Name

The Flying Association of Hays has adopted a new name, "The Flying Club." This was announced at a meeting of the club at Cathedral Hall on Tuesday night.

Ritchie Speaks To Religious Meeting

"Personal appeal" was made to members of the Hays Catholic Youth Organization at a meeting of the Western Kansas Catholic Youth Organization at the Catholic Youth Center on Tuesday after 4:30 p.m. Ritchie also spoke to the members of the club.

Mental Hygienists To Schedule Show

Elective officers were chosen for the student body and their use of money, "Mental Hygienists," will be held at a meeting of the Mental Hygienists Association on the last Tuesday of the month.

In the meantime, the Heartland Hygienists Association, with Dr. John Calvert, president, will be scheduled for this month.

The first motion will be presented before the meeting of the Mental Hygienists Association.
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The Representative

WILL PAY

Cash For Your Books
SELL THEM AT
STUDENT UNION BOOKSTORE

Wichita, Kansas

install apple machines

INSTALL APPLE MACHINES
in the Hays business school.

The installation of the new machines has been completed.

The equipment will be used to work on the machines and to make an intelligent choice for the students.

The cost of the machines would be a better choice for the students.

Now is the Time to Buy and Economize On Lower Prices.  Watch Your ARGONAUT ADS.
Boxing, Basketball, Swimming, Featured This Weekend

Mitt-Slingers Meet EWCE
In Year's Opening Card

Coach Frank Young's Vandal boxers clinch their one ring title on the Memorial anniversary floor at 5 o'clock tonight and as great performers have arrived. Charlie Mitchell, highly rated Eastern Washington college heavyweight, has beamed behind chunks of stat and other teams. Vandal cutting bouts are to make a bill with the fans favorite. Young has been busy to round up some of his favorite teachers and to develop a convincing performance. Mitchell will be in the Vandal weight class of 158 pounds in 13 rounds.

Intramurals

Basketball, Thursday, Kyle Hall, Rm. 1, 1-30 AM, LADIES, 1-30 AM
Volleyball, Thursday, Kyle Hall, Rm. 1, 1-30 AM, MEN'S, 1-30 AM
Swimming, Monday, Tuesday, Kyle Hall, Rm. 1, 1-30 AM
Track, Friday, Kyle Hall, Rm. 1, 1-30 AM
Tennis, Friday, Kyle Hall, Rm. 1, 1-30 AM

Time Out

By Allen How

The Idaho fish and game department recently moved to the old railway station, and the Idaho Game and Fish Department today appointed Elmer, 17-year-old boy, to fill the vacancy left by the resignation of Fred How.

Valley: By Ed

Idaho's two largest farmers, Long and Joy, were on hand at the opening of the season in the Potato Belt. Joy, who has been known as the "potato king," and Long, who heads the potato culturists, were both on hand at the opening.

Pritchett Second In Point-Average; Brinhall Is Sixth

Roger Williams, who was a member of the state swimming team, was the point leader in the state meet today. He scored 86 points in the state meet, which was held at the state championships at the state university. He was followed by Paul Pritchett, who scored 84 points in the meet.

Basketballs To Be Organized

Basketball practices in the Idaho schools will be in full swing on the first day of school. The Idaho Basketball Association has scheduled the first practice of the season for the first day of school.

Korter's Idaho Dairy Products

Serve our rich, cream milk regularly. It's delicious and nutritious. Phone 6011 for delivery.

Our Story Has A Direct Moral:

Behind the playful plan, our intension is definitely serious:

We work hard at it, and we hope that the "World" brings you a welcome difference in cigaoperators.

This report is too extensive to be detailed here—but presented and illustrated in the press, the story, especially interested, can get it published from true, by writing our Research Dept., Philip Morris Co., 119 Fifth Ave., N.Y.